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Chapter 245 Keep More In Touch With Trevor 

In fact, Boris was really good at reading people's minds. Therefore, he had already figured out what had 

happened. 

 

Not only Penny's, but also Trevor's clothes were stained with milk. 

 

Boris's words shocked everyone around. What on earth was going on? 

 

In everyone's eyes, not only Trevor got to touch a beautiful girl's chest, but also he was going to get 

money from her. Was there such a good thing like this in the world? 

 

On the other hand, Penny felt even more aggrieved. 

 

In her opinion, she was the victim and Trevor was the one who took advantage of her and stained her 

most expensive clothes. 

 

But why was her father criticizing her indiscriminately? 

 

However, under the authority of Boris, Penny had no choice but to take out her wallet reluctantly. 

 

She pulled out two hundred dollars to give Trevor. 

 

Before she could give him, Trevor shook his head and quickly stopped her with a bitter smile on his face, 

"No need. It's all my fault. How can I let you pay for it?" 

 

In fact, Trevor felt guilty since he was the one who was distracted and bumped into Penny. Therefore, 

he couldn't let her suffer for his wrongs. 

 

When Boris realized that his way of dealing the matter didn't please Trevor, he changed his mind quickly 

and agreed with what Trevor just said. 

 

In front of everyone, he took the lead to applaud and praise, "You are so kind, Trevor. Students, let's 

hear some applauses for Trevor. What an outstanding student he is!" 

 

Clearing his throat, Boris continued to praise Trevor. 

 

"Also, I want to praise Trevor for his brave action yesterday. He protected his classmate from the threat 

of campus bullies. I hope all of you can learn from a student like him!" 

 

Obviously, all the onlookers thought that Trevor was going to get criticized. 

 

However, the things turned out the opposite which shocked everyone. 
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Nonetheless, Boris's next words surprised them the most. 

 

After praising Trevor, Boris patted his daughter on the shoulder and said, "Penny, since we have cleared 

up the misunderstanding, we are good now, right? Both of you are studying in this university. Maybe 

you can befriend him. I think you two will get along with each other." 

 

As soon as he finished saying that, Boris walked away smugly, leaving the stunned crowd behind. 

 

What the actual fuck! 

 

What did Trevor do to win the favor of the school's vice president? 

 

All the students around were shocked. 

 

Penny's face flushed with anger at her father's shameless words. 

 

At that moment, she was sure that Trevor molested her on purpose. Her father not only didn't hold him 

accountable, but also asked her to compensate for his clothes. 

 

What was more, he even wanted her to get in touch with Trevor and build their relationship. 

 

What did he think of her as? 

 

Thinking about it made Penny become even more rebellious. 

 

Giving Trevor a dirty look, she said to her friends angrily, "Let's go!" 

 

Not knowing what to do, Trevor scratched his head and looked at the retreating figure of Penny. In fact, 

he was a little helpless about what Boris did just now. 

 

Before he could say anything to her, his newly bought Apple phone rang. 

 

From the other end of the phone, Evie asked, "Hey, Trevor, how are you doing?" 

 

Just by hearing her words, Trevor had a feeling that something bad was about to happen. 

 

Just as he expected, Evie directly threw a test at him. 

 


